Purpose: Beam angle optimization (BAO) largely determines the performance of fixed-field intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), and it is usually considered as non-convex optimization, an NP hard problem. In this work, we reformulate BAO into a highly efficient framework of standard quadratic optimization, derived from l 1 -norm minimization via the theory of compressed sensing (CS).
I. INTRODUCTION
Inverse treatment planning for intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) aims to obtain a prescribed dose distribution on planning target volume (PTV) while sparing organs at risk (OAR). A fully optimized IMRT plan should consider all the system parameters of a clinical linear accelerator as control variables in the optimization process, including beam number, beam angle, multi-leaf collimator (MLC) leaf positions, and monitor unit (MU) for each segment. Convex formulation of such an optimization task, however, appears challenging since most control variables have a non-linear relationship with the delivered dose distribution. In this work, we improve fixed-field IMRT by including beam angle optimization into the inverse treatment planning process, via a new l 1 -norm minimization approach.
A large number of treatment beams prolongs dose delivery time and therefore increases potential dose errors due to patient motion. On the other hand, it is reported that the dose improvement of a treatment plan diminishes as beam number increases and less than 10 beam angles are often sufficient for IMRT. 1 As a small beam number is used in current fixed-field IMRT, the selection of beam angles largely determines the treatment plan quality. 2, 3 Beam angle optimization (BAO) searches for an optimal set of beam orientations to obtain the best plan quality from all possible beam angle combinations, which is inherently an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem with no efficient solutions yet. 4, 5 As such, BAO is not ubiquitously implemented in current clinical practice. Instead, beam number is first empirically determined, and beam angles are selected in a trial-and-error fashion.
Due to the mathematical complexity of inverse planning in IMRT, empirical tuning of beam angle selection does not guarantee the optimality of treatment plan. For instance, the mathematically optimal beam configuration can be counterintuitive since the extra freedom of intensity modulation compensates for the visually sub-optimal beams. 6 To shorten the treatment planning time of IMRT, equiangular beams are used in many radiation therapy scenarios, and the same beam angle setting is typically used for the same disease site on different patients, at the cost of reduced plan optimality. 7, 8 BAO for IMRT has been an active research area for decades. 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] 14 uses the ratio of OAR total dose to mean PTV dose as the quality metric for each incident field. The above strategies reduce the computation of BAO by analyzing the contribution of individual beam to the overall quality of a treatment plan, which inevitably compromises the optimality of delivered dose distribution due to negligence of multiplebeam interplay. 16 Another category of BAO methods aims to find the optimal beam angles for IMRT using global optimization for a non-convex problem. Existing approaches include simulated annealing algorithms, 6, 12, 16 genetic algorithms , 17, 18 particle swarm optimization method, 19 and multi-objective optimization algorithms. 20, 21 As a weakness of non-convex optimization with a large solution pool in general, these methods typically require clinically unacceptable long computation and it is theoretically impossible to guarantee the global optimality of the solution due to the existence of multiple local minima. 9, 22 Recent developments on optimization methods give rise to non-conventional treatment planning algorithms for IMRT. For example, from very few measurements, the compressed sensing (CS) technique recovers system input signals that are sparse or can be sparsified by a known transformation, using l p -norm minimization with 0 ≤ ≤ 1. 23 The non-convex l 0 -norm minimization obtains the best sparsity on the optimized solution, while l 1 -norm minimization is most popular in practice due to its convenience in efficient computation as a convex optimization problem. CS was introduced to IMRT treatment planning by Zhu and Xing to obtain a satisfactory dose distribution with a simplified treatment plan. 24, 25 By minimizing a total-variation objective with quadratic constraints, the algorithm finds piece-wise constant fluence maps with sparse gradients, leading to a highly efficient treatment with a small number of segments. BAO searches for optimal sparse beams in the angular space, which can be formulated as a sparse recovery problem as well. The key challenge of solving BAO via CS is to find an appropriate control variable for the objective function to indicate the sparsity of beams while still preserving the convexity of the optimization problem. A probably first attempt of CS-based BAO can be found in a recent literature. 26 The authors find it difficult to formulate an l 1 -norm objective and propose a mixed l 2,1 -norm of beam intensities instead. Such a scheme not only compromises the sparsity of the final solution and therefore the optimality of the treatment plan, but also complicates the computation since the proposed l 2,1 -norm minimization cannot be solved by either linear or quadratic programming.
In this work, by designing a new control variable in the CS framework, we propose an improved BAO algorithm with an l 1 -norm objective and quadratic constraints. Since the algorithm is in a standard form of quadratic optimization, it accurately finds the theoretically optimal beam angles with high computational efficiency. The method performance is demonstrated on one digital phantom, one prostate patient and one head-and-neck patient.
II. METHOD II.A. Inverse treatment planning of IMRT using l 1 -norm minimization
We develop the proposed algorithm using a beamlet model. Each radiation beam from a predetermined angle is divided into small beamlets. The delivered dose distribution on the patient, , has a linear relationship with beamlets of fluence map, :
where is a vectorized dose distribution for a three-dimensional volume, and the beamlet intensity is a one-dimensional vector that consists of row-wise concatenations of beamlet intensities for all fields. Each column of the matrix A is a beamlet kernel which corresponds to the delivered dose distribution by one beamlet with unit intensity. In this work, we use the Voxel-based Monte Carlo algorithm (VMC) 27 to generate the matrix A.
In the conventional beamlet-based treatment planning of IMRT, sum of square errors of the delivered dose relative to the prescribed dose is used as an objective function in the optimization of the beamlet intensity , and the problem is expressed as:
: ≽ 0
where the index i denotes PTV or different OARs, 3 is the beamlet kernel for different structures, λ i is the corresponding importance factor, 28, 29 and d i is the prescribed dose to each structure. The optimized beamlet intensity is finally converted to MLC leaf positions and MUs for different segments, using a leaf sequencing algorithm. 30 In current fixed-field IMRT, a small number of beam angles (typically 5-10) are predetermined before the optimization of beamlet intensities. In this work, we aim to include a large number of beam angles from a full rotation into the beamlet optimization framework and use CS to automatically select the optimal beam combination. Based on the CS theory, the new optimization algorithm takes the following form of l 1 -norm minimization:
: ≽ 0, The function in the optimization problem (3) outputs a sparse vector signal when only a small number of beam angles are selected. The CS theory shows that the optimization problem (3) is able to perform BAO by finding a sparse . The design of is the main contribution of this paper.
The challenge lies in that the optimization problem (3) needs to be in a form of or convertible to convex optimization for its efficient computation. We propose to use:
where G denotes all beamlets at angle , and max ( G ) is a vector with a length of total available beam number, of which each element is the maximum intensity of beamlets within one beam at angle . 
: ≽ 0, where is an all-one vector, and ( ) stands for the element of vector at angle . The problem (6) has a form of standard quadratic optimization, and it is the main result of the paper. Zero elements of the optimized obtained from the optimization problem (6) indicates that the corresponding beam angles should not be used in the fixed-field IMRT.
II.B. The proposed BAO with a reweighting scheme
Derived from l 1 -norm minimization, the optimization problem (6) sacrifices sparsity of the optimized solution for computational efficiency, according to the CS theory. 23 At the cost of increased computation, the non-convex l 0 -norm minimization enhances the solution sparsity and therefore reduces the number of required beams. In this paper, we propose to balance the computational efficiency and the solution sparsity via a series of reweighted l 1 -norm minimization, a strategy commonly used in different CS-based optimization problems. 26, 31, 32 The reweighting scheme approximates l 0 -norm minimization by adaptively assigning large weights to the optimized vector elements with small values in the previous iteration of l 1 -norm minimization. 32 In each iteration, the optimization takes the following form:
: ≽ 0, 
where G calculates the fraction of the PTV dose delivered by the beam at angle in the total delivered PTV dose, using the treatment plan in the previous iteration. G PQR is the maximum of G in the neighboring three angles.
Algorithm BAO using quadratic optimization with reweighting
Set the parameter values of 3 , 3 and ; Initialize = 1 for all . repeat 1. Solve the optimization problem (7); 2. Count the number of non-zero elements in , N ang ;
Update using Eq. (8).
until N ang does not decrease for 20 iterations.
The proposed BAO algorithm is summarized above. We first initialize as an all-one vector. The optimization problem (7) is repeatedly computed with updated using Eq. (8) . After each iteration, we count the number of non-zero elements of , i.e., the number of selected beam angles, N ang . The BAO process terminates if N ang does not decrease for 20 iterations. Note that, on a given treatment planning case, the final N ang value from the BAO algorithm is controlled by the algorithm parameters 3 , 3 and . After BAO selects the optimal beam angles, a standard inverse planning for fixed-field IMRT finally generates a treatment plan and a delivered dose distribution.
II.C. Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed BAO method on a digital phantom, a prostate patient and a head- A theoretically optimal set of beam angles is difficult to derive on clinical cases, since it is dependent on the geometries of structures (i.e., the dose kernel A i ) as well as the parameters of treatment planning (i.e., 3 , 3 and ). The study of digital phantom with a known optimal set of beam angles is designed to test the proposed BAO algorithm. We implement the conventional IMRT planning (i.e., the optimization problem (2)) with all beam angles included for comparison. In the patient studies, we investigate the dose performance of fixed-field IMRT using the proposed BAO and a set of equiangular beam angles. In addition to the final dose distributions, we compare the dosevolume-histogram (DVH) curves of OAR for different plans with a similar dose coverage on PTV.
A particular difficulty occurring in the design of patient studies is that, on the same patient, the parameters of IMRT planning, especially the importance factors (i.e. The results of conventional IMRT planning using the optimization framework (2) and the proposed BAO algorithm are shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c), respectively. The maximum value of beamlet intensities for each angle (i.e., max ( G ) as defined in Eq. (4)) is used as an indicator of whether one beam angle is selected or not. It is seen that the conventional IMRT planning fails to select the most effective beam angles and all 40 beams are used for treatment. The proposed BAO method perfectly chooses the six optimal beam angles with no errors, out of more than 3, 000, 000 possible combinations (i.e., ∁`a b ).
III.B. The prostate patient study
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show the results on the prostate patient. By tuning algorithm parameters, the proposed BAO is able to select different numbers of beam angles. With the same PTV dose coverage, Fig. 2(a) reveals that reducing the beam number is accompanied by dose increase on OARs. Fig. 2(b) compares the Pareto frontiers of fixed-field IMRT with five beam angles using an equiangular plan and the BAO method. It is seen that the proposed BAO substantially improves the dose performance over an equiangular plan with reduced dose objective values on both PTV and OARs. The superior performance of the BAO plan for OAR avoidance is visually verified in the comparison of dose distributions in Fig. 6 . The algorithm parameters are tuned to obtain the same dose coverage on PTV in both plans using five beams selected by BAO (54°, 99°, 261°, 270°, 297°) and five equiangular beams. We find that, compared with the prostate patient case, the improvement of dose performance achieved by the proposed BAO is more prominent on the head-and-neck patient, mainly due to the geometric complexity of PTV and OARs. In this case, our algorithm selects the optimal beams distant from equiangular directions to better adapt the strip-shape of PTV as well as to avoid the OARs. The improved dose sparing on OARs in the BAO plan is seen in the DVH comparison in Fig. 7 . The proposed BAO reduces OAR dose by 25.36% from that of an equiangular plan. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a new BAO algorithm to improve fixed-field IMRT. The problem of optimal angle selection is first formulated as l 1 -norm minimization based on the CS theory, and then converted into a highly efficient framework of standard quadratic optimization. On a digital phantom, the proposed BAO successfully finds the theoretically optimal set of beam angles from more than 3, 000, 000 possible combinations. Our algorithm reduces the delivered dose on OARs by 30.53% and 25.36% on a prostate patient and a head-and-neck patient, respectively, compared with that of an equiangular IMRT plan with the same PTV dose coverage.
The optimal set of IMRT beam angles varies on different cancer patients. 7 In the era of patientspecific radiation therapy, beam angle selection remains as one of very few procedures missing in the current clinical practice of fixed-field IMRT, mainly due to its high complexity of implementation.
Compared with those of existing researches on non-convex or convex BAO algorithms, the main contribution of our work is to show that BAO can be accurately performed using a simple and efficient framework of standard quadratic optimization. As such, the proposed BAO method is practical for improving IMRT dose performance especially on patients with irregular shapes and/or positions of PTV and/or OARs (i.e., head-and-neck patients). 7 Larger dose benefits achieved by BAO are expected on non-conventional IMRT scenarios (e.g., non-coplanar IMRT 15 ), where beam angles have additional degrees of freedom. Our algorithm is therefore more attractive in these applications for its mathematical simplicity.
